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Shape of the Day for
CP4YChildren Sessions 

1. Focus Group- Welcome, CHECK-IN

´ 5 Minute Write/Sketch/Draw- Rachel Carson’s quote 

2. Social and Emotional Well-Being (SEWB) of Young Children:

´ Strength Based Model

´ Choosing your facet

3. Work Session:

´ Developing an inquiry question

´ Case Study Cover Sheet

4. Commitment

´ Taking informed action (think big, act small)



5 MINUTE WRITE-
What are your 
connections to this 
quote? 
What does it mean 
to you and the work 
you will do with 
your Wonder Child?



• Talk for one or two minutes 
to the whole group…

• Choose something that 
you believe would be 
engaging or interesting for 
your colleagues to hear.



What is your Perspective?                                                      

CP4YC embraces a 
strength base model.  
We believe children
are strong, capable 
in their uniqueness, 
and full of potential. 
(ELF p 15) When we 
see the child as full of 
potential it is a self-
fulfilling prophecy.



Beginning the Process

1. Share the facet you are 
going to focus on with your 
table group
Ø Why are you drawn to 

this facet?

2. Read out the facet to the 
whole group so that the 
District Lead can record it 
on the “Working List of 
Inquiry Questions and 
Facets” 



Inquiry 
 

An inquiry is like an oyster. 
 

It may be challenging to get into...   
Once you pry it open and are inside it’s very messy…   
 
But if you persevere and 
continue to probe … 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
… you may come upon 
a pearl of  wisdom… 
that evolved from an  
irritating grain  
of sand. 

Barbara McBride 



The Inquiry 
Question

´ Wrap it around your chosen facet

´ Focus it on your group/class (your 
context) and connected to your 
wonder child

´ Care about it – something you want 
to explore, learn about or are 
interested in

´ Keep it open-ended – stay away 
from a question you can answer 
yes/no

´ THERE IS NO PERFECT QUESTION



Why a question? 

Ø Keeps the focus and provides a 
common thread to attach thinking to

Why a question focused on the 
group?

Ø Once you have found your Wonder 
Child and have chosen a facet of 
SEWB, many of the activities you try 
will have a positive impact on the 
whole group

What do I need to be aware of?

Ø That it will be messy and muddy 



How to Write an  
Inquiry Question

Ways to keep it open-ended:

Possible question starters are: 

- What happens when . . .  
- What differences will I notice in 
______ when/if _______? 
- How . . . 
- What . . . 



Examples of a “What…when” 
Inquiry Question 

What happens when _____? 
What differences do I notice in _____ when/if____: 

Øallow exploration of the effects of a particular 
practice, strategy, intervention

1. What happens when I explicitly teach what it means to be 
empathic?

2. What differences do I notice in children’s sense of identity 
when we focus on cultural identity and personal identity?

3. What differences do I notice in children’s understandings 
when I read more First Nation’s literature? 



Examples a “How” Inquiry Question 

How _____?
Ø allow for consideration of the details of a 

practice/behaviour

1. How are children’s cultures welcomed, valued, 
and woven into my setting in ways that are 
transformative?

2. How does creating more time for child directed 
free play develop stronger relationships and 
friendships? 

3. How does being outside everyday develop a 
deeper connection with others, materials, and the 
world?

4. How can I use the Early Learning Framework to 
enhance my critical reflection and planning? 



Examples of a “What ____” Inquiry Question 
What _____?

Øallow for thoughtful consideration of a 
method/strategy and to place it in practice

1. What is the role of using books about 
kindness/empathy on children’s language and 
caring for others?

2. What learning games would enhance a sense of 
identity?

3. What ways can I use the Early Learning Framework 
to focus on the living inquiry of identities, social 
responsibility and diversity?

4. What is the role of the educator in solving conflicts 
between children?  Is there a right way to do this?



Inside/Outside Circle 
Face one person

• ½ group on the 
inside circle
• ½ on the outside 
of the circle
• facing each other

I’m on 
the 

OUTSIDE

I’m on 
the 

INSIDE



Imagine… 
You are your Wonder Child



First Question

´ INSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:                                                              
Describe what you love best about strong 
start/preschool/child care/ school…
Ø - What you are interested in? 
Ø - What are you good at?
Ø - What kind of play do you like the most?  



First Question

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ INSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:                                                              
Describe what you love best about strong 
start/preschool/child care/ school…
Ø - What you are interested in? 
Ø - What are you good at?
Ø - What kind of play do you like the most?  



Second Question
´ INSIDE Person:  

BE your wonder child.  

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:  

Name 1 of the 7 facets 
you feel good about 
and tell your partner 
something you have 
done recently that 

shows this area.



Second Question
´ OUTSIDE Person:  

BE your wonder child.  

´ INSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:  

Name 1 of the 7 facets 
facets you feel good 
about and tell your 

partner something you 
have done recently 
that shows this area.



Third Question

´ INSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child: 
Ø Name 1 of the 7 facets you 

would like help with?  What 
might that support look like?



Third Question

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ INSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:  
Ø Name 1 of the 7 facets you 

would like help with?  What 
might that support look like?



Fourth Question

´ INSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:
Ø What do you want your teacher to 

know about you?  



Fourth 
Question

´ OUTSIDE Person:  
BE your wonder child.  

´ INSIDE Person:  
Listen and Probe

Wonder Child:
Ø What do you want your teacher 

to know about you?  



A World Worthy of our Children



Administrivia
Case Study Cover Sheet

Complete the 6 boxes at the top of the sheet
1. District 
2. Program/School (please be specific)
3. Child’s code – SDXXA, SDXXB
4. Child’s name or pseudonym
5. Birthdate/age/grade
6. Educator’s name or pseudonym



 

 

Picture of My Wonder Child 
3 Years Old 

   Loves Academic Learning 

 

Math          
          

     Literacy 

   -numbers          
         -

stories 

   -counting         
          

     -lis
tening 

   -shapes          
          

       -t
elling 

   -patterns          
          

 -early literacy skills 

          
          

         -
letters 

          
          

          
    -rhyming  

Curious 
Strong Willed -determined 

-frustrated when things 
 don’t work out  

 Kind 

Family 
-Mom, Dad, Brother 
-Grandparents 
-Aunts and Uncles 
-Friends 
 

Observant 

-notices small details 

Capable 

Strong Connection to 
Outdoors 

     -Climbing      -Exploring      -Playing at beach 
     -Running      -Walking in the woods 

     -Collecting things from 

nature 

Strong Spatial Awareness 

-awareness of body position in space 

-puzzle
s 

Enjoys Eating 
     -tries new foods 
     -enjoys wide variety of foods  

Loves the Arts 
-drawing -colouring -play dough -singing -listening to music 

-dancing 

Generous 
-shares with others 

Engaged 

-focuses on task at hand 

-enjoys a wide variety of activities 

What enticed you to choose 
this child? 

Using your picture as a focal 
point create a web of this 
child’s:
Ø Strengths
Ø Interests
Ø Passions

From your web circle the 5 
words or phrases that most 
effectively capture this child 
at this moment in time.

Share your picture and 
thinking with your breakout 
group.

Complete questions 1 – 3 on 
your Case Study Cover Sheet.



Capture the child/family’s voice:
Ø Strengths

Ø Interests

Ø Relationships

Ø Activities

Attach any interview notes to the Case 
Study submission.

Which one of the facets will be your focus 
for observing and recording your wonder 
child throughout this project?

Complete Questions 4 and 5 on your 
Case Study Form



What’s the 
story you 
want to tell? 

Be full of curiosity!

What do you want to pay 
attention to?

How will you tell the stories 
that speak to the human 
heart?







Who will be your 
Wonder Child’s 
Cookie Person?

The person in their life who believes in 
them, encourages them and invites them 
to be bigger than they think they can be. 

Who loves them and sees the gifts they are 
blessed with (even if you don’t always like 
the behaviour) 

Who helps to raise them up

Who creates a sense of belonging 
and responsibility

Monique refers to these people as 
“Cookie People”~

They may come into a child’s life for a 
moment, a portion of their life or they 
may journey with them for years.

THEIR IMPACT IS PROFOUND



Commitment for the Next Session
What do I plan to do or think about before our next 
session? 

Bring a rough draft of your 
inquiry question to be 
flushed out in the group.

1
Continue to notice your 
children’s actions and 
deeds as they pertain to 
the 7 facets of Social and 
Emotional Well-Being.

2
Continue to observe and 
capture traces of 
moments with your 
Wonder Child that 
pertains to your inquire 
question and your chosen 
facet of SEWB. 

3
Continue to delve more 
deeply into The Early 
Learning Framework.

4
Capture and come 
prepared to share and 
record at least one 
instance that exemplifies 
strength or growth in your 
Wonder Child around 
your chosen facet.  

5



YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE


